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The real victor was Microsoft, which built an empire on the back of a shadily
acquired MS-DOS.

Jimmy Maher - 31/7/2017, 08:29

Nota bene: This is the concluding part of the surprisingly interesting history of the IBM PC. You should probably
read part one of the story if you haven't already.

In November 1979, Microsoft's frequent partner Seattle Computer Products released a standalone Intel 8086
motherboard for hardcore hobbyists and computer manufacturers looking to experiment with this new and very
powerful CPU. The 8086 was closely related to the 8088 that IBM chose for the PC; the latter was a cost-
reduced version of the former, an 8-bit/16-bit hybrid chip rather than a pure 16-bit like the 8086.

IBM opted for the less powerful 8088 partly to control costs, but also to allow the use of certain hardware that
required the 8-bit external data bus found on the 8088. But perhaps the biggest consideration stemmed, as
happens so often, from the marketing department rather than engineering. The 8086 was such a powerful chip
that an IBM PC so equipped might convince some customers to choose it in lieu of IBM's own larger systems;
IBM wanted to take business from other PC manufacturers, not from their own other divisions.

Enlarge / An Intel 8086 card produced by
Seattle Computer Products.

S100 Computers

The important thing to understand for our purposes,
though, is that both chips shared the same instruction
set, and thus could run the same software. Everyone
wanted to run CP/M on the SCP boards, but CP/M
existed only for the Intel 8080 and Zilog Z80. Thus,
SCP had the same problem that Jack Sams and IBM
would face months later. Digital Research repeatedly promised an 8086/8088 version of CP/M, but failed to
deliver. So, in April of 1980 Tim Paterson of SCP decided to write his own 8086/8088 operating system. He
called it QDOS—the "Quick and Dirty Operating System."

The ethicality or lack thereof of what Paterson did has been debated for years. Gary Kildall stridently claimed
many times that he ripped off the actual CP/M source code, but this is a very problematic assertion. There is no
evidence that he even had access to the source, which Digital, like most companies then and now, guarded
carefully.

On the other hand, Paterson freely admits that he pulled out his CP/M reference manual and duplicated each of
its API calls one by one. On the other other hand, and while it may not have reflected much originality or creative
thinking, what he did was pretty clearly legal even by the standards of today. Courts have ruled again and again
that APIs cannot be copyrighted, only specific implementations thereof, and that reverse engineering is therefore
allowed. (Well, there is patent law, but that's a swamp we're going to stay well away from...)

Food for thought for open source advocates and Microsoft haters: if QDOS was ethically wrong, then Linux—
largely a reimplementation of the Unix standards—must be equally wrong. Paterson claims that he had a good
reason to copy CP/M so closely: he wanted to make it as easy as possible for programmers to move existing
CP/M software over to QDOS. He also claims that beneath the surface, where he could get away with it, he
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substantially improved upon his model, notably in disk- and file-handling.

In the meantime Bill Gates was wondering how the hell he was going to come up with an operating system for
IBM in the time frame they wanted. Then one day Paterson called Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen to tell him
about QDOS, just in case Microsoft was interested in writing some software for it or using it in-house. Gates, just
the man to recognise an out-of-the-blue saviour when he saw one, called Sams, asking, "Do you want to get [it],
or do you want me to?" Sams' answer to that question would cost IBM billions and billions over the decades to
come. "By all means, you get it," he said.

Recognising that PC software was far from his realm of expertise, Sams had already pretty much thrown all of
his systems-software problems into Microsoft's lap, and he saw no reason to change course now. "We wanted
this to be their problem," he later said. Microsoft's "problem" would in a few years become a big, big problem for
IBM.

Let there be light!

Enlarge / Steve Ballmer and Bill Gates, at the
PC Forum in 1986.

Ann E. Yow-Dyson/Getty Images

On September 30, Gates, Steve Ballmer, and Bob
O'Rear—Microsoft’s seventh employee—flew down to
Florida to make their final proposal to IBM. For Sams,
who wanted to essentially foist the software problem
on someone else, their plan sounded ideal. Microsoft
would take responsibility for providing an operating
system, four programming languages (BASIC,
COBOL, Fortran, Pascal), and a range of other
software to be available at launch (including our old
friend Microsoft Adventure ).

One point Gates carefully stipulated: Microsoft would
licence all of this to IBM, not outright sell it to them,
and would expect to be paid on a per-copy royalty
basis. IBM, feeling there was opportunity enough for
everyone to do well out of this and that it couldn't hurt
to have Microsoft's own fate tied so closely to that of
the IBM PC, agreed. This huge company, legendarily
risk-averse and conservative, elected to place the fate
of one of its biggest projects ever in the hands of a
24-year-old. If Microsoft failed to come through, the
IBM PC itself would be stillborn.

On November 6, Microsoft and IBM officially signed the contract, which immediately paid Microsoft $700,000 to
begin porting all of this disparate software to the new architecture. Ironically, IBM’s Lowe and Sams, who had
played such prominent roles in everything that came before, had been transferred to other divisions. Project
Chess may have been an Independent Business Unit, but it obviously wasn't entirely immune to the fickle ways
of the IBM bureaucracy. Don Estridge took over leadership of the project.

While the software deal was being finalised, Project Chess had not been idle. That same November Microsoft
received its first two prototype machines. IBM, desperately concerned about secrecy, demanded they keep them
in a windowless vault secured with locks they themselves provided. Microsoft and IBM's Project Chess, just
about as physically far apart as two organisations can be and still be in the United States, nevertheless
developed a working relationship that seems similar to those of today, when geography matters far less. They
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communicated constantly through telephone and (especially) a special e-mail system they set up, shuttled
packages back and forth via an overnight service, and visited one another frequently—and sometimes without
warning. (This became a particular concern for Microsoft; IBM had a habit of dropping in unannounced to see if
all of their byzantine security procedures were being practiced.)

The IBM team of course had plenty to keep them busy, but Microsoft were truly up against it. Thanks to all of the
negotiations, they were, according to Gates, already "three months behind schedule" the day the contract was
finalised. Everyone worked months of seven-day weeks. Most didn't even take Christmas off.

The first goal had to be to get the machine running in its two modes of operation: BASIC and the disk-based
operating system. Microsoft could handle the former on their own, but the latter left them dependent on Seattle
Computer Products. Even as Microsoft had been finalising their deal with IBM and starting to work, Paterson and
SCP had been continuing their own work, refining QDOS from a "quick and dirty" hack into an operating system
they could sell. Along the way they renamed it, for obvious reasons, to 86-DOS. As 1980 drew to a close, they at
last had a version they felt was suitable for the outside world.

Enlarge / Bill Gates might not look a coldblooded businessman, but that's exactly what he wants
you to think!

Gijsbert Hanekroot/Redferns

Bill Gates turns bad

Until this point, Bill Gates has basically behaved himself, acting like a hard-driving but straightforward
businessman. Now, however, we start to see some of that legendary Gates shiftiness come out. He wanted for
Microsoft a royalty-based agreement that would let them share in the hoped-for success of the IBM PC. But he
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wasn't ready to share those fruits with SCP, who still had no idea that the IBM project was even happening or
that their modest little one-man-authored operating system was key to the plans of one of the biggest companies
in the world. Gates wanted to keep them in the dark, but he needed 86-DOS, like, yesterday. He therefore
needed to pry 86-DOS out of their hands without letting them know why he wanted it.

Enlarge / Paul Allen and BIll Gates at the 1987
PC Forum, looking a little bit bored.

Ann E. Yow-Dyson/Getty Images

Paul Allen negotiated an agreement with SCP owner
Rod Brock in January, implying that Microsoft had a
whole stable of customers eager to run 86-DOS. The
deal would essentially allow Microsoft to act as
middleman—or, if you like, retailer—in these
transactions. For each customer to whom they sold a
licence for 86-DOS, they would pay SCP $10,000, or
$15,000 if the license also included the source code.
They would also pay SCP an initial fee of $10,000 to begin the agreement.

For SCP, a much smaller, hardware-focused company without the reach or marketing skills of Microsoft, the
agreement sounded great—especially because business lately had not been particularly good. Microsoft
seemed convinced that they could sell quite a few licences, bringing in effortless money for an operating system
Paterson had begun almost on a lark.

One clause buried in the contract might have raised a red flag: "Nothing in this licensing agreement shall require
Microsoft to identify its customer to Seattle Computer Products." Brock later said, "That seemed strange to us,
but we agreed to go along." In reality, of course, Microsoft had no stable of eager licensees. They had just one,
the biggest fish of all: IBM. Microsoft sold just one license under the agreement, successfully acquiring the IBM
PC’s operating system for a grand total of $25,000.

First boot

In February, Bob O'Rear of Microsoft got 86-DOS to boot for the first time on one of the prototype machines:

It was like the middle of the night. It was one of the most joyous moments of my life, to finally after
all the preparation and work, and back and forth, to have that operating system boot up and tell
you that it’s ready to accept a command. That was an exciting moment.

IBM was soon requesting a number of changes to 86-DOS. Microsoft thus found themselves in the awkward
position of having to go back to Paterson, who of course knew 86-DOS far better than anyone else and whom
they had signed to a consulting contract, to request changes without telling him where the requests were really
coming from. In the end they convinced him to leave SCP and come to work for them full-time. "It's IBM!" they
told him as soon as he worked through the door on his first day as an employee.

A screenshot of 86-DOS (QDOS) running in an emulator.

Ironically for Paterson, who has spent decades battling critics who claim he ripped off CP/M, many of the
changes IBM requested actually made 86-DOS look even more like CP/M. For instance, the command prompt
showing the current drive—i.e., "A>"—was the result of one of IBM's requests, and a carbon copy of CP/M's.
Paterson says it made him "want to throw up," but of course on this project what IBM requested IBM generally
got.

IBM planned to announce the IBM PC in August of 1981—as per the original plan, which gave Project Chess
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exactly one year to complete its work. They weren't interested in postponing, so everyone in Boca Raton and
especially at Microsoft just worked harder as smaller deadlines
were missed, but the biggest one remained fixed.

IBM also began confidentially approaching developers of
software such as VisiCalc and the word-processing package
Easy Writer, to add to Microsoft's lineup of applications and
games. They even arranged to make the UCSD Pascal P-
System available for those who wanted to run it in lieu of 86-
DOS or the Microsoft BASIC environment.

Incredibly, given its expanding scope, the project remained a complete secret for quite a long time. But finally in
June InfoWorld printed a detailed article that described the entire plan almost to the last detail, even mentioning
that the operating system would not be CP/M but would be "CP/M-like." InfoWorld missed only the planned
announcement date, saying it would happen in July rather than August. The Datamaster, the earlier "PC-like"
project that had provided technology and personnel to Project Chess, did make its own belated debut that month.
Many assumed that the project InfoWorld had scooped was the Datamaster, and thus that the magazine had
gotten it all wrong. Those better connected, however, knew better by this time.

I drink your milkshake

Enlarge / A screenshot of a version of PC-DOS
from around 1982.

Then on July 27, 1981, barely two weeks before the
planned announcement, Bill Gates made what has
often been called the deal of the century.

Rod Brock at SCP was a disappointed man. The
legion of 86-DOS licensees he had anticipated
following the Microsoft deal hadn't materialised, and
now he had lost Paterson, the one software guy at his
hardware-focused company, to Microsoft. It was pretty
obvious by now who the one 86-DOS sub-licensee must be, but SCP was strapped for cash and lacked the
ability to support an operating system. He started to shop 86-DOS around a bit, looking for someone willing to
take over support in return for an exclusive license to it. Gates pounced immediately, offering SCP a much-
needed $50,000 for the deal—with one crucial difference. He stipulated that Microsoft would not be buying an
exclusive license, but would be buying the software itself, outright. They would then grant the exclusive license to
SCP, essentially turning the deal on its head. Brock was uncertain, but he really did need the money, and he
didn't know what to do with 86-DOS himself anyway…

He signed the agreement, making Microsoft the sole owner of 86-DOS—or, as it was immediately renamed, MS-
DOS. It's yet another example of the terrible financial decision-making that was so endemic to the early
microcomputer industry, as hackers who knew everything about bits and bytes but nothing about business
suddenly found themselves running companies. These were the kinds of mistakes that Gates seemingly never
made, but knew how to exploit and even engender in others. When dealing with innocents like Brock, it was as
easy as leading the proverbial lambs to slaughter. MS-DOS, purchased for $50,000, was earning Microsoft more
than $200 million per year by 1991. Even more importantly, it was the key building block in the Microsoft
monopoly that would absolutely dominate business computing by the mid-1980s, and dominate virtually all
computing throughout the 1990s. This decision, more than any other, is the one that made Microsoft the giant it
still is today.

But Microsoft (and IBM) suddenly had one more legal hurdle to clear. By this time, with the IBM PC becoming
more and more of an open secret in the industry, Gary Kildall had seen a copy of 86-DOS/MS-DOS in action. He
was convinced that Paterson had stolen his operating system, that he had somehow gotten a copy of the source
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code, made only those changes needed to get it running on the Intel 8086/8088, filed off the digital serial
numbers, and sold it to IBM. Now he began to threaten legal action, and (perhaps of more concern to IBM) to
cause a huge stink in the press that could cast a cloud over the upcoming announcement.

Kildall and Gates met for lunch to try to hash things out, but to no avail. "It was one of those meetings where
everybody was nice to each other, then everyone shouted at each other, then everyone was nice to each other,
then everyone shouted at each other," recalled John Katsaros, a Digital Research colleague who was also there.
And so IBM stepped in to make a deal. They would also offer CP/M-86, the 8088-compatible version of the
operating system which Digital were still messing about with, on the IBM PC just as soon as Kildall could give
them a completed version. Kildall, at least somewhat placated, accepted.

The IBM PC, which IBM had from the start envisioned as a true "anything machine," would now have no fewer
than four available operating paradigms: the ROM-hosted BASIC, MS-DOS, CP/M, or UCSD Pascal.

August 12, 1981

Enlarge / An original IBM PC 5150 print ad. Ads
were different back then...

IBM officially announced the IBM PC on August 12,
1981, at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York. With
16KB of RAM and a single floppy drive, the machine
had a suggested price of $1,565; loaded, it could
reach $6,000. Those prices got you Microsoft BASIC
for free, hosted in ROM. MS-DOS, sold under IBM's
licence as PC-DOS, would cost you $40, while UCSD
Pascal would cost you over $500. IBM also
announced that CP/M-86 would be available—at
some point. In the end, it would be over six months
before Digital would finally deliver CP/M-86. When
they did, IBM dutifully put it in their catalogue, but at a
price of some $240.

Kildall, who remained convinced until his death that
MS-DOS was a rip-off of CP/M and from time to time
claimed to be able to prove it via this secretly
embedded message or that odd API attribute,
believed that IBM deliberately priced CP/M six times
higher than MS-DOS in order to make sure no one
actually bought it, thus honoring the letter of their
agreement but not the spirit. IBM, for its part, simply claimed that Digital had demanded such high licensing fees
that they had no choice. Of the four operating paradigms, three of them—CP/M, Microsoft BASIC, and UCSD
Pascal—ended up being used so seldom that few today even remember they were options in the first place. MS-
DOS, of course, went on to conquer the world.

The hardware, meanwhile, is best described as stolid and, well, kind of boring. For all of its unusual (by IBM
standards) development process, the final product really wasn't far removed from what people had come to
expect from IBM. There was no great creative flair about its design, but, from its keyboard that clunked
satisfyingly every time you pressed a key to its big, substantial-looking case with lots of metal inside, it looked
and operated like a tool you could rely on. And that wasn't just a surface impression. Whatever else you could
say about it, the IBM PC was built to last. Perhaps its most overlooked innovation is its use of memory with an
extra parity bit to automatically detect failures. It was the first mass-market microcomputer to be so equipped,
giving protection from rare but notoriously difficult to trace memory errors that could cause all sorts of
unpredictable behaviour on other early PCs. RAM parity isn't really the sort of thing that inflames the passions of
hackers, but for a businessperson looking for a machine to entrust with her livelihood, it's exactly the sort of thing
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that made IBM IBM. They made you feel safe.

Even if its lack of design imagination would just confirm hackers' prejudices, for plenty of businesspeople
uncertain about all these scruffy upstart companies the IBM PC's arrival legitimised the microcomputer as a
serious tool for a serious purpose. Middle managers rushed to buy them, because no one ever got fired for
buying an IBM—even if no one was ever all that excited about buying one either. IBM sold some 13,500 PCs in
the last couple of months of 1981 alone, and the numbers just soared from there.

Enlarge / Apple's full-page ad in the WSJ.

With IBM in the PC game at last—machines actually
started shipping ahead of schedule in October—those
who had been there all along were left to wonder what
it all meant. Radio Shack's John Roach had the most
unfortunate response: "I don't think it's that
significant." Another Radio Shack executive was only
slightly less dismissive: "There definitely is a new kid
on the block, but there is nothing that IBM has
presented that would blow the industry away."

Apple, then as now much better at this public-
relations stuff than just about anyone else, took a full-
page advertisement in the Wall Street Journal saying,
"Welcome IBM. Seriously." Like so much Apple
advertising, it was a masterful piece of rhetoric,
managing to sound gracious while at the same time
making it clear that a) IBM is the latecomer and b)
Apple intend to treat them as peers, nothing more.

Epilogue

Years later it would be clear that the arrival of the IBM
PC was the third great milestone in PC history, following the first microcomputer kits in 1975 and the Trinity
(Apple II, PET, TRS-80) of 1977. It also marked the end of the first era of Microsoft's history, as a scrappy but
respected purveyor of BASICs, other programming languages, and applications software (in that order). In the
wake of the IBM PC's launch, Microsoft quite quickly cut their ties to the older, more hacker-ish communities in
which they had grown up to hitch their wagon firmly to the IBM and MS-DOS business-computing train. Plenty of
aesthetic, technical, and legal ugliness waited for them down those tracks, but so did hundreds and hundreds of
billions of dollars.

The other players in this little history had more mixed fates. Seattle Computer Products straggled on for a few
more years, but finally went under in 1985. Rod Brock did, however, still have one thing of immense value. You'll
remember that Brock sold 86-DOS to Microsoft outright, but had received an exclusive license to it in return. With
his company failing, he decided to cash out by selling that license on the open market to the highest bidder.
Microsoft, faced with seeing a huge vendor like Radio Shack, Compaq, or even IBM themselves suddenly able
to sell MS-DOS-equipped machines without paying Microsoft anything, decided retroactively that the license was
nontransferable. The whole thing devolved into a complicated legal battle, one of the first of many for Microsoft.
In the end Brock did not sell his license, but he did receive a settlement cheque for $925,000 to walk away and
leave well enough alone.

Of course, the man history has immortalised as the really big loser in all this is Gary Kildall. That, however, is
very much a matter of degree and interpretation. Digital Research lost its position at the head of business
computing, but continued for years as a viable and intermittently profitable vendor of software and niche
operating systems. Kildall also became a household name to at least the nerdier end of the television
demographic as the mild-mannered, slightly rumpled co-host of PBS' Computer Chronicles series. Novell finally
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bought Digital in 1991, allowing Kildall to retire a millionaire. For a loser, he did pretty well for himself in the end.
Kildall, always more interested in technology than in business, was never cut out to be Bill Gates anyway. Gates
may have won, but perhaps Kildall had more fun.

Enlarge / The Commodore 64 would prevent
the IBM PC from dominating the home

computing market... for a little while, at least.

Sascha Steinbach/Getty Images

Although the IBM PC marked the end (and beginning)
of an era, eras are things that are more obvious in
retrospect than in the moment. In the immediate
aftermath of the launch, things didn't really change all
that much for happy Apple, Commodore, Atari, and
Radio Shack users. IBM throughout the development
process had imagined the IBM PC as a machine
adaptable for virtually any purpose, including going toe to toe with those companies' offerings—thus the BASIC
in ROM, the cassette option, and even an insistence that it should be possible to hook one up to a television.
IBM even made a deal to sell it through that bastion of mainstream Americana, Sears. Still, the machine was
quite expensive in even its most basic configurations, and it lacked the base of casual software (particularly
games) and the dedicated users of those competitors. Nor were its graphics and sound capabilities, if perhaps
surprising for existing at all, particularly tempting, especially when a new machine called the Commodore 64
came down the pipe in 1982.

So, while the business community flocked to the IBM and MS-DOS in remarkably short order, the world of home,
hobbyist, and educational computing would remain fairly divorced from that of the IBM PC for years to come.
Eventually, of course, MS-DOS would win out—but that would take more than a decade instead of mere months,
allowing space for some of the most vibrant and fun computing cultures to grow and thrive.

* * *

Jimmy Maher is the author of The Digital Antiquarian, an ongoing history of interactive entertainment and matters
related in blog form. This article, about the history of the IBM PC, originally appeared there. If you enjoyed this
article and the many others on his personal site, you can support his ongoing work by becoming his Patreon
patron.
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